
317 (Wilenski) Squadron. 
 

  
 
 

Fighter Command records state at Fairlop  
21 August to 21 September 1943  
 
ORB’s state 
From Perranporth, Cornwall  
21 August  to 21 September 1943  
to Northolt. West London 

 

 
 
Aircraft 
34 Spitfire Mk IX 
AA930, AB178, AB198, AB372, AB860, AB897, AR 550, AR515, AR550, BL406, BL415, BM192, BM332, 
BM661, BM665, BM961, BR391, EE661, EE665, EE666, EE681, EE685, EE714, EE715, EE717, EE721, EE731, 
EH961, EP411, EP661, EP681, EP681, KE715, W3445, 
1 Tiger Moth 
No further details given 
 
Pilots – photo available 
Banach, W F/Lt 
Birtus, S  F/O 
Fraczek, W F/Sgt 
Grobelny, W F/Sgt 
Janicki, Z P/O 
Karasinski, W F/Sgt 
Kirchner, W P/O 
Knapik, H F/Lt 
Kornicki, F S/Ldr 
Kurowicki, Stanislav 
  

F/O P1760 killed 11 September 1943 
No trace on CWGC site. Buried Ste Marie 
Cemetery, Le Havre  

 
Lakomy, M Sgt 
Lewzywski, R W/O 
Malinowski, E F/Sgt 

Martini, L F/Lt 
Mencel, J F/Lt 
Mroczyk, C F/O 
Palej, B  F/Lt 
Pawlowski, C F/O 
Popiel, W P/O 
Radomski, J F/Lt 
Rudowsky, S Sgt 
Wal,  F/O 
Walawski, J P/O 
Wedzik, J F/O 
Wejman,B Sgt 
Wistorek, J F/O 
Wroblewski, Z F/Lt 
Zak, W  W/Cmdr 
Zerozek, J F/O 
Zwikhowski, A F/Sgt 
Zych, S  F/Sgt 

 
Notes from ORB's 
21 August 1943.  Squadron aircraft flew from Perranporth to Fairlop. 
22 August. Aircraft tests and sector recce's the only flying today. 
23 August.  13 aircraft on Ramrod 214 from 0730 to 0900 hours. Squadron, led by S/Ldr  F. Kornicki, 
took off to act as escort cover for 24 Mitchell’s to bomb St. Omer aerodrome. Flew level at sea level for 
15 minutes then climbed to 3,600 feet. Rendezvous made at North Foreland at 0800 hours and 
crossed over Gravelines at 0810 hours and over target at 0816 hours. Some pilots saw bombs burst 
south west of aerodrome. Recrossed French coast at Cape Gris Nez and landed at 0900 hours. 
24 August. 12 aircraft on Ramrod 215 from 1730 to 1910 hours, to act as part of a diversionary wing 
escorting 72 Marauders. Rendezvous made over Orfordness (Orford Ness, Woodbridge, Suffolk) at 12,000 
feet. The whole formation then flew at a course of 143o for 16 minutes, then turned left and flew at 
045o for 7 minutes. No enemy aircraft or AA was encountered. 
2 aircraft scramble at 1540 to 1555 hours. A section of ‘B’ flight were ordered to scramble but no 
enemy aircraft seen.  
25 August. 13 aircraft on Ramrod 158  from 1830 to 2030 hours. Squadron flew from Redhill to 
rendezvous with 18 Boston’s over Beachy Head to fly as escort to bombers, target Beaumont 
aerodrome near Rouen. Formation flew at sea level for four minutes and started to climb crossing the 
French coast over Lecamp at 16,000 feet. Over the target, the Spitfires made a right turn and saw the 



bombs accurately dropped on the aerodrome and buildings. Many aircraft FW190’s were seen but 
were not engaged, as they were battling with English Squadrons (sic). AA fire was encountered but it 
was neither heavy nor accurate. 
27 August. 14 aircraft on Ramrod S6 from 0830 to 0935 hours. Squadron flew for Redhill again to act 
as escort to 18 Marauders to bomb an aerodrome south of Rouen. Rendezvous made over Beachy 
Head at 500 feet, then fly at sea level for 15 minutes, then climb to 2,000 feet. They were recalled 
when half way across the Channel owing to bad weather conditions. Landed back at Fairlop base at 
0935 hours. 
14 aircraft on Ramrod S8 between 1835 and 2020 hours to act as fighter cover for 60 Fortresses (B17’s) 
to bomb an aerodrome near St. Omer. Rendezvous made over Berck S. Mer (Berck, south of Le Touquet) at 
20,000 feet. They flew up to St. Pol turned left and came over the target. The bombs were seen by our 
pilots to burst on the aerodrome and in between the buildings on the ‘drome. On the way back the 
formation flew over Mordych (Mardyck ) and North Foreland, landing back at 2020 hours. 
Enemy counter-action was weak. Six Me 109’s were seen but they did not interfere with the 
operation. Over the target, two Fortresses were hit by AA fire. The crew of one was seen to bale out. 
30 August. 11 aircraft on Ramrod S14 between 1825 and 1945 hours, to act as escort cover for 36 
Marauders, which were to bomb ammunition dumps north of St. Omer in the woods. Rendezvous 
over Herne Bay at 14,000 feet. The French coast was crossed over Gravelines. Over the target a left 
turn was made and course set for home. French coast was recrossed over Montych (sic) and aircraft 
landed at 1945 hours. AA fire was slight and not accurate. P/O had to return early owing to engine 
failure. 
31 August. 13 Aircraft on Ramrod S16 from 0635 to 0815 hours to act as escort cover for 36 
Marauder’s to bomb Marinirbe aerodrome (thought to be Marinaree, north of Bethune). Formation climbed to 
12,000 feet over base and flew to the rendezvous at Dungeness. The French coast was crossed over 
Le Touquet and the Squadron was over the target at 0722 hours. After bombing the formation 
turned left and landed back at 0815 hours. Medium-heavy AA flak encountered, but it was not 
heavy, neither was it accurate. No enemy aircraft were seen, our pilots did not see the bombing 
results.  
1 September. Squadron flew to Manston in the morning at 0800 hours. Several operations seemed 
possible, but none did in fact materialise and aircraft returned at about 1600 hours. Weather too 
cloudy for bombers to operate. Six aircraft escorted Mustangs to Boulogne, nothing to report from 
this operation. 
2 September. In the morning no operations. Four aircraft did cine-camera exercises 3 and 4 for 
about an hour. Three aircraft carried out formation and high altitude flying, climbing to 30,000 feet. 
At 1800 hours fourteen aircraft took off on a Ramrod S 34 to escort 36 Maruaders to bomb Lille 
Marshalling Yards. No enemy aircraft was seen but bombing was successful. Weather was rather 
cloudy. 
3 September. No less than 3 operations were planned for aircraft today. At 0810 hours twelve aircraft 
took off on Ramrod S26 to fly with 302 Squadron to escort to 36 Maruaders to bomb Bauvais, (not 
located) near Lille. The bombing was good and our aircraft encountered no enemy aircraft. They 
returned without incident. 
Ten aircraft took part in Ramrod S27 to escort 18 Ventura's to bomb certain targets in the Forest of 
Eperlecques (Foret d'Eperlecques). Our wing was acting as high cover. Bombs were seen falling in the 
Forest, then Squadron returned. 
Ramrod 28 was planned but aircraft were recalled after 15 minutes. 
4 September. 12 aircraft on Ramrod 29 at 0825 hours to act as close escort to 18 Mitchell’s (North 
American B-25 Mitchell, an American twin-engined medium bomber manufactured by North American Aviation) to 
bomb Rouen from 13,000 feet. The course was uneventful, bombs seen in target area, flak was 
moderate, and all aircraft returned. 
This operation was followed by Ramrod No. 30. They flew south to rendezvous with 18 Mitchells over 
Beachy Head, where they turned left and straight to Boulogne. Bombs dropped all over the basin 
and then aircraft returned to base. 
The notice for further ‘ops’ was very short and briefing very hurried. 
Once again pilots took to the air at 1745 hours, acting as escort cover to 36 Marauders attacking a 
known enemy target  in Hazelbrook (sic) (Hazelbrouck), our aircraft flew to the spot. This attack was 
rewarded by an exceptionally heavy explosion seen in the centre of the town and the smoke rose to 
30,000 feet. 317 had no luck, but  303 Squadron engaged and destroyed two enemy fighters. 
Weather was good throughout the day and all rendezvous were carried out without a hitch. 
Farewell party to our F/Lt Wroblewski, Z. was held in the dispersal hut. 
5 September. Squadron roused early for yet another Ramrod 33. Our pilots twelve of whom who 
flew on this operation were ready for more good flying and took off at 0735 hours. The Squadron 
were to act as close escort to 72 Marauders, which were to bomb Marshalling Yards in Ghent. 
Rendezvous was made at 0800 hours at North Foreland after a timely task. 50 mph wind hampered 



navigation but the formation flew on and targets were bombed, good bursts being seen on the 
Marshalling Yards concerned. No enemy aircraft seen and very little flak encountered. 
Another Ramrod planned for 1230 hours was cancelled due to deterioration of the weather. 
‘A’ flight gave the Tiger Moth a test. 
6 September. 12 aircraft on Ramrod 35 taking off at 0645 hours. Unfortunately the operation was 
cancelled after the aircraft were airborne. ‘A’ flight landed at once whilst ‘B’ flight remained under 
North Weald control (i) for over half an hour. 
 
(i) After the Operations Room Centre at RAF North Weald. 1 Group, Sector East, was bombed by the Luftwaffe in    
September 1940, during the Battle of Britain, nearby Blake Hall’s interior had floors and walls removed to create a new 
Ops Room. 

 
The real show for the day did not take place until tea time.  12 aircraft took to the air at 1700 hours to 
form part of a wing to act as escort cover to the first ‘box’ of two ’boxes’ of 36 Marauders in each. They 
rendezvoused at Dungeness at 12,000 feet and proceeded to bomb a target in Amiens. It was whilst 
whirling left hat F/O J. Walawski on the right hand wing, was left behind while weaving. He saw a 
Spitfire Mk VII go diving past him and also six FW 190’s at 2,000 feet above him at 25,000 feet. He 
dived down and came up again with a diving Me 109  and a pursued Spitfire Mk Vb as he was 
giving emergency boost. He of course went in getting the Me 109 into his sights at 200 yards and let 
him have it. The enemy aircraft pulled up and at 600 yards from 70o quarter. F/O Walawki was able to 
give him another burst, using all his cannon shells and 400 rounds of .303 ammunition. This 
manoeuvre brought on a stall and spin and when he looked again he saw the enemy machine 
crash on the ground and burst into flames. 
F/O Walawki claims it as destroyed. Nothing else was reported on this operation. 
7 September. Today was heralded by a show in the morning. Ramrod S38 took place with 12 other 
aircraft in the air at 0755 hours flown as escort cover, they flew the first box, 36 Marauder's with Lille as 
the destination. There was some doubt about where the bombers had been and it was believed that 
our wing bombers had bombed Arras. The weather deteriorated during the day and by tea-time the 
wing was released except for 'A' flight of 302 Squadron, which remained at 30 minutes. Our aircraft 
landed after their Ramrod at 0955 hours. Navigation and local flying beside the test was practised. 
8 September. Italy today surrendered at 1800 hours.  
Today promised to be a busy day and the duty I.O, (Intelligence Officer) was roused at 2am, 0500 and 
0700 hours with the Form D, zero hour information and calling for briefing respectively. The wing 
took off at 0836 hours and the Squadron being again 12 aircraft with the wing to act as escort cover 
to 72 Marauder's which have been detailed to bomb Lille Nord Airfield. Ramrod S 41 aircraft  
rendezvoused at North Foreland at 0900 hours at 12,000 feet. The wing covered the second 'Box' of 
bombers. On approaching Bailieul, the formation was approached by the port side by a group of ME 
109s which were engaged by the close escort. While over the target, Me109's and FW 190's attacked 
from above and rear out of the sun. In the ensuing dogfights F/O Zerozek destroyed an Me109F, 
F/Lt Radomski destroyed one Me 109F and damaged another of this type. Sgt Rudowsky also 
destroyed an Me 109F. Our squadron lost no aircraft. The pilots landed back at 10:30 hours. Aircraft 
test and some testing besides local flying was carried out. 
12 aircraft took off at 1705 hours on Ramrod S72. This fighter patrol to Boulogne was uneventful and 
after one hour 55 minutes aircraft landed again. This operation was like an 'anti-dance' after this 
morning's bright 'show', to which our pilots hope to add more victories. 
 9 September. All pilots and intelligence officers assembled at 0545  hours in the briefing room for 
what was to be a great day. We were briefed on 'Combined Operations' exercise in which our task 
was to be at readiness to escort a convoy of landing and other craft to within 10 miles of Boulogne, 
before turning back in a feint. We went straight to readiness, the I/O's remaining all day at dispersal 
and having sandwiches brought to them and hot coffee for the pilots actually awaiting takeoff. 
There were two teams of pilots who flew in relays. The first scramble was at 0935 hours when 13 of our 
pilots took off. They were vectored to be within sight of Boulogne where they patrolled for nearly an 
hour. No enemy aircraft appeared however, and aircraft landing at 1125 hours. The next relay was 9 
aircraft. They were called at 1220 hours and had much the same task also covering the convoy in the 
Boulogne area. Landed back at 1425 hours. The last sortie at 1710 hours, took 11 aircraft to the air on 
Ramrod operations. This time it was escorting 12 Boston's to 30 miles east of Le Havre. The weather 
closed down so they were recalled landing back at 1810 hours. Everyone seemed tired, so retired 
early this night. 
11 September. Slight fog in the morning, and in the afternoon, a remarkably successful Ramrod 
216. The squadron took off at 1800 hours, our 11 aircraft were part of the Polish Wing which made 
rendezvous and escorted bombers to a target at Rouen. When over the target all wings into fours 
with 10 or more pairs of FW 190's. Combat followed in which F/Lt Janicki damaged one FW 190 and 
shared a destroyed FW 190 with F/Lt Martini who destroyed a second FW 190 and damaged yet 



another. F/O Wal shot down a third and F/O Kurowicki  shot down a 
fourth FW 190 before announcing on the RT that he was hit. This 
pilot did not return. He was last seen fighting with four FW 190's 
south west of Rouen. The remaining pilots landed safely back at 
1755 hours in twos and threes. F/Lt Martini's aircraft had two 
sizeable holes in the wings. 
 
Grave of Stanislav Kurowicki in St. Marie Cemetery, Le Havre 

(Polish Air Force) 
 
13 September. Today Rodeo 6 took place at 1755 hours with 12 of 
our aircraft who took off with Squadron 302 after tea as the weather 
cleared a little. This fighter sweep took place in the Doullens–
Abbeville area. Crossed the English coast near Deal. In the 
Boulogne vicinity there was a slight flak and 6 Me109's were seen. 
Cloud was 18,000  to 20,000 feet. The weather closed down shortly 
after the pilots had landed at 1930 hours. There was nothing 
further for our pilots to report on arrival home.  

Mussolini reported in German hands. Thunderstorms during night. 
14 September. Full moon. Three aircraft were flown on tests. Although this morning dawned fair, 
clouds soon gathered and it was excessively sulky all day. Local flying, formation and cine camera 
gun attacks were carried out during the course of the day. In the evening the weather cleared and 
ramrod 318 took place after tea. The information was late and the briefing of the pilots was in itself 
very brief. 11 aircraft of our squadron took off at 1645 hours. They formed part of the close escort 
wing together with 302 and were to escort 36 Marauders who were to attack Woensdrecht airfield 
near Antwerp. (Woensdrecht  Airfield, Netherlands is approximately 18 miles north of Antwerp). They were recalled 
due to 10/10 cloud near the French coast. Our pilots landed back at 18:00 hours mumbling about the 
weather. No further comments were made by them. 
15 September. Ramrod 220 today. 10 aircraft of the squadron took off at 1705 hours. Rendezvous 
was made on time at North Foreland with two 'boxes' of 72 Marauders. They flew at 11,000 feet to 
attack an airfield at Merville. The bombing seemed fairly accurate, the flak was not too bad. The wing 
returned without further incident or interference of enemy aircraft or sighting anything unusual. 
They landed back at Fairlop at 1835 hours. The weather started rather nasty, but cleared up during 
the day. Other flying for today consisted of aircraft test, two formations of three, flying local formation 
for 50 minutes and one or two odd flights. 
16 September. This morning, three of our aircraft carried out formation flying for an hour and in the 
afternoon one aircraft was given a 30 minute test. At 1725 hours, 11 aircraft on Ramrod 2 25. They 
were part of the Polish wing. They rendezvoused on exact time with 18 Mitchell's at Rye. Course was 
set for Cerquex and uneventfully they reached the marshalling yards which were bombed 
successfully. No enemy activity recorded by the squadron though the weather over France was very 
good. Squadron landed back again at 1910 hours. 
17 September. The weather was cloudy and rather colder after the recent mild weather. Two aircraft 
tests were carried out today besides plenty of other flying exercises. Throughout the day, our aircraft 
took off for formation flying and photo attacks and local flying.  
The news in Italy and Russia is better again.  
Wing Commander Whitehorn visited the Intell room and congratulated all I.O's on its appearance. 
18 September. The weather was cold this morning and ramrod 238 had to be postponed one hour 
due to autumn mists. 11 aircraft of our squadron to golf at 0950 hours and the part of the Polish Wing 
led by Wing Commander Zak. The target was near Beauvais–quite a long trip. 72 Marauders were 
assigned the task in the usual two 'boxes'. Rendezvous was Beachy Head.  Unfortunately the target 
was a skewered by cloud and the bombers jettison bonds in the sea on the way home. The 
Squadron landed back at 1150 hours orders came through for our squadron to land at Tangmere at 
1500 hours. From that drug they were going to have an operation. 11 aircraft took off at 1635 hours 
and 40 they were recalled on the journey to the French coast. Five aircraft tests were made and one 
other flight was undertaken. 
19 September.  Whether misty, but later the sun shone. Ramrod 235 took place this afternoon with 
show of aircraft. They took off at 1635 hours. The Fairlop wing escorted 12 Mitchells to attack the 
ammonia factories at Lievin. Their squadron flew at 17,000 feet. Rendezvous was made to time. After 
crossing the French coast, individual FW 190's began to attack the formation and continued to attack 
periodically until before recrossing the French coast. 302 Squadron destroyed 1FW 190 and lost an 
aircraft–the pilot safe. 317 did not fire.  F/Lt Radomski returned to base after 25 minutes flying owing 
to a u/s tank. Sgt Lakomy returned after 45 minutes owing to engine trouble. 
20 September.  News received that Mister Churchill had arrived back from Quebec.  



Weather was drizzly damp with 10/10 cloud. No flying today whatever. The Polish wing is preparing 
to move to Northolt tomorrow. Movement by road, rail and air. Advance party leaves today. 
21 September. 7 aircraft took off at 1520 and at 1900 hours 9 more took off for Northolt. Main party 
to Northolt left Fairlop at 1800 hours and arrived at Northolt. This journey was made by road 
transport. 312 squadron to call and exchange aircraft with our Squadron. 
 

Fact file 
 

B17 43-38697 M of 
398 Bomb Group – 

(David Martin) 

 
16 September 1943. A B17 of 
398 Bomb Group returning at 
dusk after a raid on 
Meresberg became lost and 
by chance saw the runways of 
Fairlop. They landed without 
use of runway lights with 10 
minutes of fuel remaining.  
 
On take off a few days layer, it 
reached the runway end 

before becoming unstuck and with flames from exhausts just cleared the factories in Forest Road.  
 
The crew were  
Capt. William Scott ,1/Lt. Jack Brandstatter, 2/Lt. Bill Frankhouser, Capt. William P. Campbell, T/Sgt Johnny Muir.T/Sgt. 
John S. Bourquin , S/Sgt. James A. Humbert, S/Sgt. Floyd A. Lynch and  S/Sgt. Irving Zuckerman.  
 

 
 

Brandstatter's Crew - 
603rd Squadron at 
Nuthampstead on 6 

February 1945 
 

( 398 Bomb Group  
Memorial Association, USA) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Back row left to right: 
1. S/Sgt. Dick Mills  Tail gunner  
2. S/Sgt. Frank Anderson  Radio? 
3. S/Sgt. Irvine Zuckerman Gunner  part of Fairlop crew 
4. T/Sgt. John Muir Engineer part of Fairlop crew 
5. S/Sgt. Floyd Lynch Gunner  part of Fairlop crew 

 
Back row left to right: 
1 Lt. Bernie White  Bombardier  
2 Lt. Bill Frankhouser Navigator part of Fairlop crew 
3 Lt. Lew Burke  Co-Pilot 
4 Lt. Jack Brandshatter Pilot  part of Fairlop crew 



  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


